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Abstract Drift is often characterized in statistical terms.

Yet such a purely statistical characterization is ambiguous

for it can accept multiple physical interpretations. Because

of this ambiguity it is important to distinguish what sorts of

processes can lead to this statistical phenomenon. After

presenting a physical interpretation of drift originating

from the most popular interpretation of fitness, namely the

propensity interpretation, I propose a different one starting

from an analysis of the concept of drift made by Godfrey-

Smith. Further on, I show how my interpretation relates to

previous attempts to make sense of the notion of expected

value in deterministic setups. The upshot of my analysis is

a physical conception of drift that is compatible with both a

deterministic and indeterministic world.
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Introduction

Drift is often regarded as one of the forces or causes for

evolutionary change, where evolutionary change in turn is

regarded as a change in frequency of the different variants

composing a population (Sober 1984, p. 34; Gillespie 2004;

Stephens 2004). This force or cause is classically

distinguished from natural selection (Sober 1984; Millstein

2002) and has been defined as the process(es) by which

evolutionary change occurs by ‘‘chance’’ or ‘‘accident,’’

whereas natural selection is a process by which evolu-

tionary change occurs because some variants have an

advantage over others. Although there is no consensus on

what drift is (Millstein 2016), with the meaning of drift

today having been extended from its historical definition

that developed in the context of population genetics, there

does seem to be an agreement that chance is an important

feature of drift (Okasha 2006, p. 32; Millstein 2016). Fol-

lowing Okasha (2006, pp. 32–33), a useful starting point to

characterize chance and accident in statistical terms is to

consider them as being deviations from expected repro-

ductive outputs or expected fitness.1 Once characterized as

such, evolutionary change due to natural selection results

from differences in expected reproductive outputs, and

evolutionary change due to drift results from the random

deviations from expected reproductive outputs.

Although the notion of expected reproductive output can

be used quite straightforwardly in statistical models and

general equations of evolutionary change such as the Price

equation, how one should interpret physically these math-

ematical entities in the context of evolutionary theory is

quite challenging. The main motivation for a physical

interpretation of drift is that a purely statistical notion of

drift will be unsatisfactory if one wants to distinguish two

or more distinct types of causal processes that can lead to

the very same observed phenomenon. Obviously, assessing& Pierrick Bourrat
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1 Note that this way of characterizing drift might not capture all the

different meanings of drift used in the biological literature, but it

captures some important meanings of it and is grounded in influential

theoretical work (e.g., Grafen 2000; Rice 2004, 2008). For thorough

reviews of the notion of drift see Plutynski (2007) and Millstein

(2016).
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the concept of drift from a purely phenomenological/sta-

tistical perspective will not allow one to make such a

separation. It seems therefore desirable to have a concept

of drift in which deviations from expected values are

explained physically rather than assumed as mathematical/

statistical truths. Note that I do not imply here that purely

statistical notions of drift should be abandoned. Rather I

claim that it is reasonable to look for a physical conception

of drift.

What is known as the propensity interpretation of fitness

(Brandon 1978; Mills and Beatty 1979; Beatty and Finsen

1989; Sober 2001) permits one physical interpretation of

drift. An expected reproductive output or fitness, under this

interpretation, is viewed as a tendency or disposition

comparable to familiar examples like fragility.2 Entities3

have a disposition to produce a certain number of offspring

in the same way glass has a disposition to break. Evolu-

tionary change due to drift increases proportionally with

the deviations from expected reproductive outputs resulting

from the dispositional properties of entities to produce

offspring.

However, propensity interpretations of probability in

general or when applied to fitness are controversial. In fact,

propensity interpretations have been claimed to be empty

accounts of probability because it is not clear what

propensities represent (Eagle 2004; Hájek 2012). Further-

more, it is classically assumed that the least problematic

propensity interpretation of probabilities, namely single-

case propensities, requires indeterminism (Millstein 2003;

Rosenthal 2010). If fitnesses are (single-case) propensities

and they play a causal role in evolution, they are simply

brute indeterministic facts about the physical reality

(Bouchard and Rosenberg 2004). Yet, it is conceivable that

in many cases (maybe the majority of them) what is

referred to as drift is occurring in a fully deterministic

setup, or sufficiently close to one. At any rate, an

increasing number of philosophers believe that indeter-

minism is eliminable from evolutionary theory (see Weber

2001; Sober 2010 for discussions), which questions the

adequacy of propensity interpretations of fitness and the

physical interpretation of drift that derives from them.4 It is

perfectly reasonable to have a concept of fitness that relies

on propensities and ultimately indeterminism, but it is

more controversial to apply it when there is no reason to

suppose indeterminism and strong reasons to suppose

determinism (although for a defense of the indeterminism

thesis see Brandon and Carson 1996; Glymour 2001; Sta-

mos 2001). In such cases the distribution of reproductive

outputs of entities of the same type and the deviations from

expected values must necessarily be accounted for by

invoking other factors than propensities. Small differences

in initial conditions of the environment seem, prima facie,

to be a good candidate, and it is the type of factor I will

explore and relate in this article.

In light of the above remarks it seems reasonable to

demand a physical interpretation of drift satisfying two

related desiderata. First, it is desirable to have a physical

account of drift that does not rely exclusively on one kind

of interpretation of fitness, namely the propensity inter-

pretation, especially because it is grounded, as we have

seen, in one of the most controversial interpretations of

probability. Second, and related to the previous point, our

account should be compatible both with a deterministic and

an indeterministic world. This is because even if in some

cases indeterministic processes seem to have consequences

on reproductive output (see, for instance, Glymour 2001), it

is plausible that many cases of drift are straightforward

cases of determinism, or at least that they can be consid-

ered as such. This resonates with Millstein’s (2003) remark

that probability in evolutionary theory should be compati-

ble with both determinism and indeterminism. I will

assume throughout a deterministic setup of which the ini-

tial conditions can be considered as either deterministic or

indeterministic. Thus my account will be compatible with

both a deterministic and an indeterministic world.5 The

main aim of this article is to develop an alternative or at

least complementary physical interpretation of drift to the

interpretation borne out of the propensity interpretation of

fitness and that satisfies the two desiderata.

The article will run as follows. In the next section, I

present Godfrey-Smith’s (2009) framework for drift, which

happens to be compatible with the two desiderata. More

2 Note that strictly speaking expected reproductive outputs are just

one way to characterize propensities. In simple models propensities

can be reasonably approximated with expected value (e.g., Mills and

Beatty 1979). But doing so leads to a number of problems (see, for

instance, Beatty and Finsen 1989). A number of authors have

proposed new propensity interpretations of fitness (e.g., Brandon

1990; Ramsey 2006; Pence and Ramsey 2013) or some other

interpretation (e.g., Abrams 2009) that attempt to solve these

problems.
3 By ‘‘entity’’ I will mean any object of a population able to undergo

evolution by natural selection (e.g., organism, gene, cell, group).
4 Note that some could consider that small differences in the

environment affecting reproductive outputs are in some sense the

Footnote 4 continued

‘‘brute indeterministic facts about reality’’ even though the setup is

deterministic. This will not be the interpretation given here since by

definition indeterministic facts cannot occur in a deterministic setup. I

recognize that epistemically one might want to take some facts as

indeterministic even though the setup is deterministic, but the epis-

temic and the ontological questions should not be confused.
5 I am appealing here to the same kind of distinction made by

Rosenberg (2001, pp. 537–538) between a statistical or indetermin-

istic theory and an indeterministic world. Having a theory that is

indeterministic does not imply that the world is and vice versa. Here

the relevant distinction is that although a system might be determin-

istic, its input might not, and vice versa.
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particularly I present his view that drift results on the one

hand from differences in reproductive output due to dif-

ferences in extrinsic properties as opposed to difference in

intrinsic properties (which should be attributed to natural

selection), and on the other hand from the population

exhibiting what Godfrey-Smith calls a ‘‘low continuity.’’ In

the section following, I demonstrate that although it is on

the right track, this framework is problematic for a number

of reasons. Starting from Godfrey-Smith’s framework, I

present my physical account of drift. This account is fun-

damentally independent from probabilities but makes it

possible to explain them in physical terms in classical

models of evolutionary change. In the last section, I

respond to some objections one might have with my

framework and show that under some particular conditions

I briefly describe, it is compatible with a new objective

interpretation of probability in deterministic setups. I will

call this interpretation ‘‘natural-range interpretation of

probability’’ following Rosenthal (2010).

Godfrey-Smith on Drift

In his recent book, Godfrey-Smith (2009, pp. 53–63)

develops a principled way of distinguishing natural selec-

tion from drift, from the perspective of entities forming a

population. His framework happens to be compatible, at

least in part, with the view that the distribution of repro-

ductive outputs of the entities of a same type is due to

differences in initial conditions. Most importantly it is the

only physical account of drift I am aware of–besides the

more recent ones of Ramsey (2013) and Strevens (2016),

the latter of which takes Godfrey-Smith’s account as a

source of inspiration—that satisfies the two desiderata lis-

ted in the introduction. Namely, it does not rely on the

propensity interpretation of fitness, and it is compatible

both with determinism and indeterminism. For that reason

it is a natural place for me to start. Godfrey-Smith holds the

view that the distinction between natural selection and drift

has something to do, among other things (more on this

below), with the notions of intrinsic and extrinsic proper-

ties of the entities that make up populations.

Godfrey-Smith proposes that when a population con-

tains variation in intrinsic properties between its members,

and this leads them to have different reproductive outputs,

the resulting evolutionary change should be attributed to

natural selection. Conversely, when differences in repro-

ductive output are due to differences in extrinsic properties,

the evolutionary change resulting should be attributed to

drift. He defines an intrinsic property as a property that, in

contrast to an extrinsic one, does not depend on the exis-

tence and arrangement of other objects. A good example of

intrinsic property for an organism is having mitochondria.

Examples of extrinsic properties include being at a par-

ticular location or someone’s sibling.6

The rationale behind this view is that when intrinsic

properties, as opposed to extrinsic ones, are causally

responsible for differences in reproductive outputs, they

can systematically be attributed to their bearers. In some

sense, intrinsic properties are constitutive of an entity

while extrinsic properties are not. Another way to

understand this distinction is to use counterfactual

dependences. When evolutionary change is due to drift,

according to Godfrey-Smith, then had some of the cir-

cumstances of the entities in the population been differ-

ent, the extrinsic properties of those entities would have

differed in a way that led to different reproductive out-

puts. When evolutionary change is due to natural selec-

tion, then had the entities themselves been otherwise

(because of differences in intrinsic properties), their

reproductive outputs would have been different, irre-

spective of the circumstances of those entities. By asso-

ciating extrinsicness with drift, we recover the notion of

accident classically associated with drift, where accident

can be understood as ‘‘that which does not causally

depend on the entities forming the population.’’ It follows

that two types of entities with different extrinsic proper-

ties (that do not ultimately causally depend on intrinsic

properties), even in a fully deterministic setup, should

exhibit drift. Under this framework, the probabilistic

nature of a type’s reproductive output should not neces-

sarily be regarded as the result of indeterminism, but as a

measure of the extent to which the entities of a type differ

in extrinsic properties that lead to differences in repro-

ductive outputs. These differences might be deterministic

in nature or not.

The fact that differences in reproductive outputs stem

from extrinsic properties does not necessarily imply that

reproductive outputs are probabilistic in nature. In fact, it

follows from Godfrey-Smith’s interpretation that had each

extrinsic property causing a difference in reproductive

output between types been the same for all the members of

a type (if such a thing was possible), each member of a

given type (supposing these have exactly same intrinsic

properties) would have had the same reproductive output.7

Furthermore, unlike the classical probabilistic account of

6 Although, as Godfrey-Smith recognizes, the terms ‘‘intrinsic’’ and

‘‘extrinsic’’ are controversial in philosophy, I will follow him in his

view that the main idea behind the distinction can be useful. For more

on this distinction see Weatherson (2014).
7 This consequence relies on the assumption that no asymmetric

extrinsic properties (e.g., ‘‘being less tall than’’) are involved in

differences in reproductive outputs, in which case it would be

impossible to have the same extrinsic property for all the members of

a population. This assumption is of course far from any real biological

case, but I use it merely to make a conceptual distinction.
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drift, this view of drift does not imply that with a perfectly

identical selective environment8 for each entity of a pop-

ulation, smaller populations will exhibit higher levels of

drift. However, using this view, one can explain why

reproductive outputs of types appear probabilistic and why

drift decreases as population size increases even in a

deterministic setting.

To see this, let us suppose a population composed of

two types of entities that do not differ in intrinsic prop-

erties in a way that has consequences on reproductive

output. Each can be found with a given probability in

several different types of (micro)states of the environ-

ment.9 For a given entity, each type of microstate is

supposed to lead to different (but the same within each

type) reproductive-output consequences (which might be

highly variable). If a population is composed of a small

number of entities and there is nothing intrinsic to the

types that determines in which microstate they find

themselves,10 it is very unlikely that for each entity of a

given type in a particular type of microstate, there will be

another entity of the other type in the same type of

microstate (of course this probability will depend on the

number of microstates in the environment).11 However,

the probability of finding matching entities of each type in

the same type of environmental microstate will increase

as population size increases (also subject to the number of

microstates), assuming there is no reason why one entity

would be found in one microstate rather than another one.

When the population size is infinite, any given entity of

one type in a particular environmental microstate has a

matching entity of the other type in the same environ-

mental microstate (assuming a finite number of micro-

states). At that point, no significant differences in

reproductive outputs between the two types should be

observed, and thus no drift should occur.

But there are cases in which a significant level of drift

can occur even when the population is large. This often

happens, for instance, when the environmental variation

leading to differences in reproductive outputs is not dis-

tributed evenly in the habitat. In population genetics this

phenomenon is captured by the notion of effective popu-

lation size. Drift, population geneticists tell us, occurs

when the effective rather than the actual population size is

small. The effective population size corresponds roughly to

the number of individuals that effectively contribute to the

next generation, but it is assessed by comparing the real

population to an idealized population meeting the

assumptions of the Wright-Fisher model in which every

individual has the same chance to contribute offspring to

the next generation (Hamilton 2009, p. 73). Does my

interpretation of Godfrey-Smith’s account allow the notion

of effective population size to be recovered? Better than

that, it gives a physical interpretation of it.

Suppose a case, similar to the previous one, in which

only one or several microstates, say a few patches, are

‘‘viable’’ while all the others are not. A biological example

matching this case would be dandelion seeds (produced in

a large numbers) blown by the wind in an environment that

is mostly bare rock.12 In this case, in spite of the large

population sizes of seeds of two types that do not differ in

intrinsic properties affecting reproductive output, evolu-

tionary change could easily lead one type (A) or the other

(B) to be fixed in the population in a ‘‘drifty’’ way. The

reason why the evolutionary change is drifty here is

because there is a large ecological variation between each

microstate of the environment, not because the population

size is small. To see this, suppose our two types of dan-

delion seeds to be in equally large numbers, and there are

only two favorable patches accessible in the population,

each of which allows for only one seed to grow; then in

50% of the cases seeds of the same type will colonize both

patches, which would be associated with drift (as opposed

to a case in which each type has access to one favorable

patch), since at the next generation one type will be fixed in

the population. When this happens, the reason why one

type becomes fixed in the population is because it hap-

pened to be found more often than the other type in a

favorable type of microstate.

Cases like the dandelion seeds demonstrate why envi-

ronmental heterogeneity is also an important factor with

respect to drift (Bouchard and Rosenberg 2004; Pfeifer

2005; Ramsey 2013). And this is one of the reasons why

effective rather than actual population size is used to

measure drift in population genetics. In fact, as I men-

tioned earlier, population genetics does not consider the

environment as a parameter influencing reproductive

outputs, so it uses the notion of effective population size

to get around the problem by assuming that the actual

population studied is an idealized population in which all

the entities would actually have had the same opportunity

to reproduce given to them. Thus, with the notion of

8 I use here Brandon’s (1990) notion of selective environment as all

the factors surrounding an organism (or more generally an entity) that

differentially affect its reproductive output when compared to another

organism.
9 This way of representing the environment in the context of

evolutionary change is compatible with Abrams’s (2014) framework

on environmental variation.
10 Suppose, for instance, a case with ten possible microstates present

in equal proportions. It would imply that entities encounter each

microstate with equal probability (0.1).
11 This explanation is to put in perspective the account proposed by

Ramsey (2013), for whom drift results from the heterogeneity in the

possible causes one entity can experience, leading to different

reproductive outputs. 12 Thanks to Kim Sterelny for bringing this case to my attention.
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effective population size, ecological differences are

‘‘emulated’’ by population size differences (Hamilton

2009, p. 73). Thus my interpretation of Godfrey-Smith’s

framework in terms of differences in extrinsic properties

predicts that drift will be negligible as long as each type

of environmental (micro)state is equally accessed by each

type of entity in a population. If not, then differences in

extrinsic properties will be responsible for differences in

reproductive output, which will produce evolutionary

changes in a drifty way.

Differences in access of types of microstate by type of

entities can be obtained in three different ways. First, they

can arise directly from a small population size when

compared to the number of environmental microstates

(there are not enough entities to ‘‘fill’’ all the possible states

in the environment). Second, they can arise when the

number of one type is much smaller than the others, in spite

of the population size being large. This can explain why,

for instance, new beneficial mutations are largely driven by

drift (Gillespie 2004, p. 21). Finally, they can come from

the number of instances of some microstates being too

small to allow each type of entity to have equal access to

that state. This corresponds, for instance, to the dandelion

case presented above.

We can see here that one difference between the clas-

sical statistical view and this new physical or causal view

of drift is that the latter, contrary to the former, does not

take probability distributions as given, but rather explains

how one can obtain them when considering the differences

in extrinsic properties of the entities that matter for

reproduction. Toward the end of the ‘‘Responses to

Objections’’ Section, I provide details on how this inter-

pretation of drift can be linked to probability, using—fol-

lowing Rosenthal (2010)—what I call the natural-range

interpretation of probability.

Thus, following my interpretation of Godfrey-Smith’s

framework, if the environment is patchy (and even more so

if it is patchy in an unpredictable way), we can explain why

not all entities of a type have the same reproductive output:

simply because differences in extrinsic properties lead to

differences in reproductive outputs between the members

of the types. When these differences are on average dif-

ferent between two types, we obtain drift.

Godfrey-Smith’s (2009) view on natural selection and

drift is actually more complex than the one I have pre-

sented so far. The dependence of reproductive output on

intrinsic properties is for Godfrey-Smith only one of at

least five important parameters to characterize Darwinian

populations, that is, populations able to exhibit evolution

by natural selection.13 Godfrey-Smith uses the symbol S to

denote the degree of dependence of realized fitness14 on

intrinsic properties. The higher S the more differences in

reproductive output between the members of a population

depend on differences in intrinsic properties and should be

associated with natural selection. Along with S the four

other parameters are fidelity of heredity H, abundance of

variation V, competitive interaction with respect to repro-

duction a and continuity C (for more on H, V, and a see

Godfrey-Smith 2009, pp. 44–53).

For Godfrey-Smith the parameter C also explains drift.

It represents the level of change in reproductive output

induced by small changes in an entity’s phenotype (2009,

p. 57), which can be viewed in some cases as the degree of

smoothness of the fitness landscape. A population scoring

high on C means, in some cases, that the fitness landscape

is very smooth. For more on this parameter see Godfrey-

Smith (2009, pp. 57–59) and the next section. Godfrey-

Smith claims that a population having a low C, so that

small changes in the phenotype lead to large changes in

reproductive output, should be associated with drift. Thus,

for him, the paradigmatic cases of drift result from a

combination of low C and low S, but low C without low

S and low S without low C can be independently associated

with drift. He writes: ‘‘What looks most like drift is low

C and low S. But cases where only C is low [without low

S]—cases where tiny internal accidents lead to reproduc-

tive consequences—might also look like drift. And there is

a yet more attenuated sense in which low S without low C

can look like drift’’ (Godfrey-Smith 2009, p. 61). It should

be noted that an entity’s phenotype will often depend on

both its extrinsic and intrinsic character, so there seems to

be from the outset a contradiction in Godfrey-Smith’s view

in which drift could at the same time depend on differences

in extrinsic and intrinsic character. I will come back to this

apparent contradiction in the next section.

Beyond Godfrey-Smith’s Distinctions

Although I find Godfrey-Smith’s distinctions useful, I will

argue here that his treatment of drift is not entirely suc-

cessful. My first point of disagreement is that Godfrey-

Smith considers that small differences in ‘‘everything about

an organism [read ‘entity’]’’ (2009, p. 61), that is, both

intrinsic and extrinsic properties, can in some cases lead to

large differences in reproductive outputs (and hence low

C), and should thus be associated with drift. I find this

problematic for two reasons. First, I am inclined to con-

sider that large differences in reproductive outputs due to

small differences in extrinsic properties merely represent a

13 According to Godfrey-Smith (2009, p. 63), this list of five

parameters is incomplete and could include other features.

14 For our purposes in this article this is equivalent to realized

reproductive output.
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subset of the cases in which differences in extrinsic prop-

erties lead to differences in reproductive outputs. Different

levels of C, when they concern differences in extrinsic

properties, I claim, modulate or change the level of dif-

ference in reproductive output resulting from differences in

extrinsic properties, but they do not qualitatively change

the nature of the processes occurring in the population. And

in fact, I explained the case of the dandelion in the previous

section merely by making references to differences in

extrinsic properties when these differences (which could be

very small) are responsible for large differences in repro-

ductive output.

Second, I find even more problematic Godfrey-Smith’s

proposition that small differences in intrinsic properties

leading to large differences in reproductive outputs could

be associated with drift. In fact, these differences should be

regarded, following his own distinction with respect to the

parameter S, as differences that should be attributed more

naturally to natural selection than to drift. If Godfrey-

Smith’s distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic proper-

ties is right, it cannot be the case that small differences in

intrinsic properties are sometimes attributed to natural

selection and sometimes attributed to drift simply because

these differences lead to greater differences in reproductive

outputs, especially if one is interested in giving an inter-

pretation of drift from a causal or physical rather than

statistical perspective, which is my aim and which seems to

be at least partly Godfrey-Smith’s aim.

Although I think the parameter C in and of itself should

not be associated with drift, or only inasmuch as it

amplifies the effects brought about by differences in

extrinsic properties (that is, associated with S), I regard

C as a useful concept for understanding Darwinian popu-

lations. I propose that C when it concerns small differences

in intrinsic properties (Ci as opposed to Ce that concerns

small differences in extrinsic properties) helps to concep-

tualize the conditions under which natural selection can

lead to complex adaptations. If slight differences in

intrinsic properties lead to dramatic changes in reproduc-

tive outputs, that is, if the population exhibits a low Ci, it is

very unlikely that anything like a lensed eye could ever

evolve by natural selection, even though natural selection

is present in the population. If one uses the fitness land-

scape metaphor (although see Godfrey-Smith 2009,

pp. 57–59 for the limitations of this metaphor), a low

C involves a very rugged landscape in which a population

cannot smoothly ascend to a peak. As a result there is

selection but it is not directional, and no pattern (such as

one of diversification or stabilization) can be detected.

Thus different entities, although phenotypically very sim-

ilar, end up at very different places on the landscape.

Thus in my view, Godfrey-Smith’s project, especially

with his Darwinian space (2009, pp. 63–67), is a

(successful) attempt to delimit the conditions under which

natural selection will lead to adaptations as classically

understood by evolutionary biologists, that is, through

cumulative evolution. Yet, the question of whether natural

selection can lead to complex adaptations in a population

and the question of whether natural selection, as opposed to

drift, is occurring in that population are quite different and

should be distinguished. The process of natural selection

does not necessarily lead to the production of complex

adaptations or even to evolutionary change, as has been

emphasized by Godfrey-Smith himself (Godfrey-Smith

2007, 2009, pp. 24–26). It is also standard in quantitative

genetics when using the Breeder’s equation, to separate the

response to selection, that is, evolution by natural selection,

from selection (see Falconer 1981).15 I suggest that cases

of populations with low Ci look similar to cases with a low

response to selection in the sense that natural selection is

occurring but it does not lead to complex adaptations,

because heritability is low. Even if evolution by natural

selection without complex adaptations might be extremely

hard to distinguish empirically from evolution due to

drift—that is, following my framework, distinguishing a

low S and a low continuity concerning extrinsic factors

(low Ce), from a high S and a low Ci—the conceptual

distinction is important.

There is also a more general problem with Godfrey-

Smith’s framework and more particularly the intrinsic/ex-

trinsic distinction, which is that it does not cover a number

of cases that ought to be counted as drift. This is not a fatal

problem for the framework, but it renders it incomplete.

One way to appreciate this incompleteness is by remarking

that any biological property, say for instance ‘‘height,’’ is

diachronically the result of the interaction between the

bearer of the property and its environment. Had a given

organism been put in a different environment from birth, its

height might have been very different. Godfrey-Smith’s

distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic properties only

accounts for ‘‘synchronic’’ dependences on reproductive

output, leaving out ‘‘diachronic’’ ones. Yet as I show

below, diachronic dependences on reproductive output

matter a lot with respect to natural selection and drift (see

also Bourrat 2015a).

Consider the following intrinsic property of an organ-

ism, ‘‘amount of fat.’’ The amount of fat contained by each

organism of a population of, say, any mammals, is gener-

ally different, and it is reasonable to suppose that this might

have consequences on their reproductive output. Using

Godfrey-Smith’s framework, all the differences in repro-

ductive output due to differences in amount of fat

15 Specifically, the Breeder’s equation tells us that the response to

selection R is equal to a selection differential S multiplied by

heritability h2 so that R = S 9 h2.
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contained by organisms should be attributed to natural

selection because ‘‘amount of fat’’ is an intrinsic property.

The problem here is that there are cases in which con-

taining a certain amount of fat leading to a different

reproductive output, when compared to another organism,

should intuitively be attributed to drift. Imagine, for

example, that two organisms have different reproductive

outputs due to the fact they contain a different amount of

fat, but the difference here is the result of different life

histories that cannot causally be traced back to any of their

intrinsic properties. For instance, suppose that the two

organisms have the same susceptibility to a disease D. Yet,

for some reason one gets D and has to spend more energy

to eliminate it. To do so it burns a larger amount of fat than

the other organism. As a result, the two organisms have

different amounts of fat and produce different numbers of

offspring.

This sort of case should be considered as a case of drift

because the phenomenon seems to be the result of a chance

event (one organism got the disease while the other did

not). Yet, Godfrey-Smith’s distinction is blind to them.

Another more dramatic way to make the same point is to

take the case in which one organism is burnt (which will

usually16 have bad consequences for its reproductive out-

put) while the other is not. Because there is a difference in

intrinsic properties between the two organisms leading to a

difference in reproductive output, using Godfrey-Smith’s

distinction would lead to the view that the difference in

reproductive output should be attributed to natural selec-

tion. But suppose two scenarios: in one the difference

between the burnt and non-burnt organism is due to the fact

they have two different alleles, one of which predisposes

the organism to escape from bushfires, while the other does

not. In the other scenario, the difference is due to one

organism being struck by lightning while the other happily

survives and reproduces.17 In the first scenario there is no

question that the difference should be attributed to natural

selection, but in the second differences in both extrinsic

properties (location) and intrinsic ones (whether the

organism is burnt or not) are associated with a difference in

reproductive output. In the second scenario, however, the

difference in intrinsic properties is fully explained by dif-

ferences in extrinsic properties. Godfrey-Smith’s frame-

work does not straightforwardly imply that this is a case of

drift. This is problematic since this example is considered

as a paradigmatic case of drift. It demonstrates that God-

frey-Smith’s distinction does not account for all cases of

drift and can be unclear even in such paradigmatic cases.

But all is not lost. I agree with Godfrey-Smith that to be

associated with natural selection, a difference in properties

between members of a population must be intrinsic (or

causally determined by a difference in intrinsic properties).

But this is insufficient since the simple and biologically

plausible examples presented above are clear counterex-

amples. To complete Godfrey-Smith’s framework, I pro-

pose thus that properties must also be invariable or

insensitive to differences in extrinsic properties (for a

response to the different worries one might have with the

notion of invariability see the next section). The differ-

ences between being fat or not and being burnt (due to the

lightning) or not in the examples above, although they are

due to intrinsic properties, can vary over time or depending

on the circumstances, because they are ultimately due to

differences in the environment the organisms were sub-

jected to (differences in extrinsic properties). Yet, because

the initial environmental conditions an organism is sub-

jected to do not depend in these cases on its biology (they

are accidental), these cases should be associated with drift.

If the reasoning above is correct, intrinsic properties

should therefore be decomposed into two sub-properties

that will allow us to account for the more complex cases in

which intrinsic properties vary over time: namely, intrinsic-

invariable properties, such as having a particular gene or

having two legs; and intrinsic-variable properties, such as

an amount of fat or being burnt due to a particular life

history causally independent from any intrinsic-invariable

properties of the entity. Both intrinsic-variable and intrin-

sic-invariable properties should be understood while

specifying a range of environmental conditions and over a

given period of time, that is, over a range of possible

extrinsic properties. This is crucial since what is invariable

here and now might not be at a later time or under different

conditions. This means that natural selection and drift are

context sensitive. It is possible to imagine that a property

such as height, for instance, that does not vary under a

range of specific conditions and can thus be considered as

invariable in those conditions, would do so under another

set of conditions. For instance, if the height of some

organisms of a population was measured after they were

subjected to a different degree of gravitational force or over

a different period of time, the height would have changed,

and this might have consequences on their reproductive

output. Everything else being equal, this difference could

not be attributed to natural selection, for the differences in

height, although intrinsic, would be variable due to the

effects of the environment.

Thus, under my modified version of Godfrey-Smith’s

framework, population differences in intrinsic-invariable

properties within an environmental background leading to

some differences in reproductive outputs are the ones to be

attributed to natural selection. Conversely, differences in

16 I write ‘‘usually’’ because some plants need fire for their seeds to

germinate, for instance.
17 This example is mistakenly attributed to Scriven (1959), who was

rather talking of individuals sitting where a bomb or a tree falls.
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reproductive outputs due to differences between members

of the population in intrinsic-variable and extrinsic prop-

erties within an environmental background should be

attributed to drift.

Responses to Objections

One worry with the new framework is that it will only be

legitimate to talk about natural selection with respect to

genes, since arguably only genes are invariable. To this

worry, I have two responses. First, the claim that only

genes are invariable can be shown to be wrong when

considering that other developmental resources such as

the centrosome or mitochondria are relatively invariable

factors that are furthermore transmitted at each generation

(Lu and Bourrat 2016). More generally, epigenetic factors

(understood broadly) might be invariable. This means that

invariability is not necessarily restricted to molecular

genes. Second, having two legs, a particular color of eyes,

or any other qualitative trait, might be invariable under a

wide range of conditions. But this response should be

completed by the response to another worry, which is that

intrinsic-invariable properties turn out to be the only ones

that are heritable. More specifically, the worry is that

intrinsicness and heritability are sufficient to recover

natural selection without having to invoke invariability.

This worry would be partly justified if heritability were

understood strictly as the ratio of the genetic additive

component of variance on total phenotypic variance. But

the notion of heritability has several meanings and it is

not clear which ones of these different meanings is more

fundamental (Downes 2009; Bourrat 2015b; Bourrat and

Lu 2016; Lynch and Bourrat 2016). When heritability is

understood more abstractly than the definition above, it

does not guarantee invariability, so heritability and

invariability are different at least under some sense of

heritability. Second, considering the Breeder’s equation

mentioned above, heritability explains the response to

selection (evolutionary change) rather than selection

itself. That is, heritability can be used to give conditions

for natural selection the product rather than natural

selection the process. Invariability is about the (physical)

process.

Another type of worry, related to the two previous ones,

is that the variation over time of many phenotypes is itself

the result of natural selection. Examples are pervasive and

include sex change in fish, migration schedules, or life

history traits. To answer this worry one can remark that

although these phenotypes are variable they can neverthe-

less be associated with invariable phenotypes, namely life

history trajectories. Here is one possible example. Suppose,

for instance, that two types of organisms grow over time,

with different patterns, and that height at every point in

time is causally linked to viability (maybe in different ways

at some stages of the organisms’ lives). Suppose that

although height varies over time, and it has some conse-

quences on reproductive output, the developmental trajec-

tory with respect to height is the same (modulo the effects

of some differences in extrinsic properties) within each

type. In such a case, invariability is recovered at some level

(namely the developmental trajectory) in spite of pheno-

typic variability. If this is correct, one should only consider

associating with natural selection intrinsic-variable prop-

erties that can also be associated with a particular life

trajectory.

Yet another worry is that what looks to be invariable

depends on the grain of description one is using. For

instance, an individual could be ‘‘red’’ from a coarse

grained perspective and remain ‘‘red’’ over time, but be

‘‘scarlet’’ from a fine-grained perspective and change to

‘‘crimson’’ over time. This is a problem ultimately

linked to the reference class problem in probability.

There is currently no satisfactory solution to this prob-

lem, and I will not attempt to provide one here (although

see Strevens 2016 for more on this problem in relation to

drift).

The final and most serious worry with my framework,

on which I will spend more time, is that it seems to leave

out one important feature classically associated with drift,

namely randomness. Randomness is in fact mentioned in

every textbook of population genetics. For instance,

Hamilton (2009) defines (genetic) drift as: ‘‘Random

changes in allele frequency from one generation to the next

in biological populations due to the finite samples of […]

alleles that contribute to the next generation’’ (pp. 54–55,

emphasis added). Drift, following this definition, corre-

sponds thus to the random deviations from the expectation

of allele contributions between two generations. That is,

the deviations are supposed to vary independently from

types or alleles. Yet, starting from the physical interpreta-

tion of drift in terms of differences in extrinsic (and

intrinsic-variable) properties provided above, one can

easily imagine cases in which there are differences in

extrinsic (or intrinsic-variable) properties between the

members of the population but in which those properties

are more often associated with one type or allele rather

than another (correlation without causation between the

intrinsic and extrinsic properties) and thus predictable to

some extent.18

In such cases, it would be extremely problematic to

consider the resulting evolutionary change as ‘‘random,’’

18 Note here that this problem is not encountered in Godfrey-Smith’s

initial account. This is because in his account of drift, the parameter

C introduces an element of randomness.
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since it is predictable.19 The phenomenon in which some

extrinsic properties are independently correlated with one

type of entities is a more general case of what Godfrey-

Smith (2009, p. 28), following the terminology used in

quantitative genetics, calls ‘‘correlated response,’’ a short-

hand for ‘‘correlated response to selection.’’ A pure case of

correlated response to selection occurs when one pheno-

type (neutral with respect to selection) happens to have

different frequencies at two different generations merely

due to its physical links to another phenotype that is

selected (both phenotypes are supposed to belong to the

same entity). Linkage disequilibrium is a classical cause

for correlated responses to selection. Using Sober’s (1984)

terminology, a trait that changes in frequency because it is

correlated to another one being selected represents a case

of selection of. The concept of ‘‘correlated response’’—this

time distinct from ‘‘correlated response to selection’’ and

not merely a shorthand—can be generalized to any case

involving a correlation between an entity’s properties and

its reproductive output whether or not these properties are

intrinsic-invariable. For instance, if some entities (or types)

happen to be in a favorable part of the environment for

reasons independent from their intrinsic-invariable prop-

erties and as a result have more offspring, this qualifies as a

correlated response, in which cases properties different

from intrinsic-invariable of the entities produce the corre-

lation. In the remainder of the article, by ‘‘correlated

response’’ I will refer to this more general notion. Because

the notions of differences in extrinsic and intrinsic-variable

properties might in some cases lead to phenomena close to,

but different from drift, namely correlated responses, it

appears that they are insufficient, alone, to fully specify

drift,20 which typically implies the notion of randomness

while the correlated response does not.

Luckily, using the framework of philosophers such as

Rosenthal (2010), Strevens (2011) or Abrams (2012a, b),

who independently developed different, but very similar

interpretations of probabilities to understand deterministic

systems (e.g., wheels of fortune and tosses of coins) in

which the probabilities of events have a ‘‘propensity-like

look and feel’’ (Strevens 2011), one can separate cases of

drift that in some sense are ‘‘genuinely’’ random from cases

of correlated response. I put genuinely in scare quotes,

because strictly speaking deterministic systems do not

exhibit genuine randomness (unless their initial conditions

are genuinely random), but they can have a number of

properties that makes their outcomes, under some

conditions, unpredictable.21 Although the interpretations of

Rosenthal, Strevens, and Abrams are subtly different, for

the purpose of this article, I will treat them as similar.

Following Rosenthal (2010), I will term this interpretation

of probability the ‘‘natural-range’’ interpretation. Note

again that by ‘‘deterministic system’’ I am not talking about

the inputs of the system that will give the system its initial

conditions. These inputs might be deterministic or inde-

terministic, and they might be known or unknown. Note

also that it is this conception of determinism that Rosenthal

(2010, pp. 77, 79–80) has in mind.

Going into the details of this interpretation would

greatly exceed the scope of this article, but I can very

briefly introduce the key ideas. Roughly speaking, this

interpretation tells us that the probabilistic pattern of some

systems relies on two objective properties of those systems’

initial-state space:

On the one hand, in any (not too) small vicinity of an

initial state leading to a given outcome a there are

initial states leading to different outcomes, which

explains why the outcome of a single trial cannot be

predicted. On the other hand, for each outcome, the

proportion of initial states leading to it is constant all

over the initial-state space, i.e., it is approximately

the same in any not-too-small segment of the space,

which explains why there are certain stable charac-

teristic relative frequencies with which the different

outcomes occur. (Rosenthal 2010, p. 75).

If the initial-state space of the system has these two

properties, Rosenthal tells us that one can obtain the

objective probability of an event by dividing the standard

measure of the intersection between a not-too-small equi-

lateral interval of initial states (with n dimensions) and the

set of initial states that lead to a given outcome, with the

standard measure of the equilateral interval of initial states.

In other words, this conception of probability tells us that

the probability of an outcome is roughly equal to the pro-

portion of initial states in a given not-too-small interval of

initial states that leads to this outcome.

To successfully apply this account to biological popu-

lations and for evolutionary theory, to capture ‘‘genuinely’’

random drift, it is thus necessary that biological popula-

tions exhibit Rosenthal’s two properties. If a particular

evolutionary outcome is measured between two genera-

tions in a population with two types satisfying these two

properties, this means the same outcome could have been

obtained however the organisms of the two types were

19 Note that the contrapositive is not true: something unpre-

dictable might not necessarily be random.
20 Note however that some might want to define drift more broadly

than it is classically done and include cases of correlated responses as

cases of drift.

21 Note that by ‘‘unpredictable’’ I am referring here to a single

outcome. In the case of drift this would amount to the evolutionary

success of a single allele. At the population level it is quite

predictable that a population will exhibit drift.
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distributed in the environment at the beginning of the first

generation, but also that considering a not-too-small region

of the initial state space, a different outcome could have

been obtained with very similar initial conditions. Drift,

when these assumptions are verified, corresponds to the

deviation from what would have happened, had the number

of members of each type been larger and/or had the number

of microstates leading to higher-than-average reproductive

output in the population been larger, so that the access for

the different types of entities to the different types of

microstate would have been the same. Two variations of

these cases have been briefly described above.

Although the two assumptions of the natural-range

interpretation of probability look reasonable, it seems that

in many real biological examples they will not be met. Let

us recall that correlated responses will arise if the entities

of the population are in a heterogeneous environment and

that different entities (types), for reasons independent from

their intrinsic-invariable properties, have different access to

different parts of the environment. In such cases, it seems

clear that the assumptions that the same evolutionary out-

come would be obtained however the two types were dis-

tributed, or that any possible evolutionary outcome would

be obtained in very similar initial conditions, will not be

tenable.

Imagine, for instance, two types of dandelion, A and B,

with equal fitness, assuming a similar setup as the one used

in the second section. The seeds of type A more often land

on a favorable patch than seeds of type B, for reasons

independent from their intrinsic-invariable properties at the

grain of description used, because more favorable patches

happen to be those closer to a river. If at the second gen-

eration type A has increased in frequency, it is hard to

imagine that it would also have happened had A grown

further away from the river and had B grown closer to the

river. Similarly it is hard to conceive that had the condi-

tions been almost identical A would have decreased in

frequency. In fact, the river being on average closer for

seeds of type A than of type B, the seeds of A would still

have had higher chance to land in the favorable patches.

Thus, in this case Rosenthal’s two conditions seem to be

violated.

One possible response to this specific problem could be

that if the different entities of a set of entities have a dif-

ferential access to different parts of the habitat, and this

leads to differences in reproductive outputs, it might be

justified to consider this set of entities not as one but two

populations. But this solution will only be satisfactory in

the limit case in which the environment is highly discrete

(or nearly so), that is, distributed in patches, and where

each patch is sufficiently sized to carry a large enough

number of entities and with limited migration between the

patches so that it is reasonable to call the entities on a patch

‘‘a population.’’ The risk otherwise is to end up with a very

large number of populations of only one individual or a

population in which migration is overwhelmingly high.

Many simple cases of heterogeneous environment are

continuous rather than discrete. For instance, the simple

case of the dandelion seeds and the river above is a case of

continuous heterogeneity (although for simplicity I have

presented it in a discrete fashion), since the distance to the

river is a continuous parameter. This renders this solution

difficult to implement.

Another solution is to consider that A and B being on

average at different distances from the river, not to be the

relevant initial conditions for this case, and that if one was

considering the relevant initial conditions to be at an earlier

time, it could have happened that with very similar initial

conditions B and not A ends up closer to the river, while at

the same time A could have also been closer to the river

with very different initial conditions. This is one solution

proposed by Rosenthal (2010) for the general case. I am not

convinced that it can be applied straightforwardly in evo-

lutionary biology. Note that I am not contending here about

the theoretical validity of this solution, but merely pointing

out the difficulty to implement it in some biological con-

texts. One aim in population genetics is to understand

whether and to what extent drift and natural selection are

responsible for the evolutionary change one can observe

across generations. If one knew that A and B were on

average at different distances from the river in a given

population, this fact would typically not be considered as

being the result of some earlier initial conditions. Rather,

distance from the river would be considered as part of the

initial-state space in this population, and predictions about

evolutionary change would be made from this initial-state

space that does not satisfy Rosenthal’s two conditions.

Perhaps in some contexts of studying evolutionary changes

over longer time scales than a few generations and across a

large number of populations of dandelions, distance from

the river could be considered as an outcome of earlier

initial conditions of a system that satisfies Rosenthal’s two

conditions. Yet this solution cannot serve as a general one.

Leaving for further work the different problems of

applying the natural-range interpretation to evolutionary

theory (including drift), suffice it to say that the classical

notion of drift, that is, the one involving unpredictability of

evolutionary change and relying on the notion of expected

value, can be approximated in deterministic populations

exhibiting similar outcomes for different initial conditions

and all the possible outcomes for very similar initial con-

ditions. Drift under this interpretation corresponds to cases

in which the different types of entities forming a population

have a different access to the types of environmental

microstates possible in this population due ultimately to

differences in extrinsic properties and with downstream
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consequences in terms of reproductive outputs. In popula-

tions that do not exhibit these properties, depending on

whether one is ready to accept the sketches of solutions

above, it is less clear whether differences in extrinsic (and

intrinsic-variable) properties can be strictly associated with

the classical notion of drift, if drift is thought to be con-

ceptually distinct from cases of correlated responses. At

any rate, a differential access to microstates of the envi-

ronment between the different types of entities of a popu-

lation due to differences in extrinsic properties that lead to

differences in reproductive output should not be considered

as cases of natural selection, but as resulting from a dif-

ferent evolutionary process. One might thus want to sepa-

rate this general notion of drift relying on extrinsic

properties and access to microstates into two subtypes one

could call natural-range drift, from which the classical

probabilistic concept of drift can be recovered, and broad-

sense drift, which will include the cases of correlated

response.

Conclusion

I have proposed a physical interpretation of drift that is

different and complementary to the interpretation of drift

borne out of the propensity interpretation of fitness and that

satisfies the two desiderata outlined in the introduction. I

have shown how deviations from expected reproductive

output could be interpreted as arising from differences in

extrinsic and intrinsic-variable properties (at a given grain

of description), using some fictive examples of biological

populations. My account is also ‘‘agnostic’’ about the initial

conditions of the system, which might be deterministic or

not.
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